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School achievements

Chairman of the Institute Advisory Committee, Mr Robin Ng Chee Chuan
(right), received the Public Service Star at the National Day Awards
Investiture in 2018.

Vice-Principal (Administration), Mr David D’Souza,
received the Public Administration Medal (Bronze) at
the National Day Awards Investiture in 2018.

Year Head, Ms Tan Siew Hong Annie, received the
Commendation Medal at the National Day Awards
Investiture in 2018.

Staff movement
MI wishes these staff all the best in their future endeavours.
Name

Designation

Ms Tng Ya Wen Valerie

Vice-Principal

Mr Wee Shoo Soon

Head of Department/English

Mr Jonathan Ram PS

Subject Head/Physical Education

Mdm Wang Jiehui

Subject Head/Partnership

Mr Hairudin Bin Djorimi

Teacher/Malay Language

Mdm Yu Cong

Teacher/Chinese Language

Mr Chang Chin Chiew,
Charles

Teacher/Physics

Mr Chan Chin Choon,
Vincent

Teacher/Physics

Mdm Teng Yuting

Teacher/Economics

Mrs Toh-Poh Lilin

Teacher/Management of Business

Mr Tan Boon Teck

Teacher/Principles of Accounting

Mr Ho Kah Yong, Joel

Teacher/Mathematics

Mrs Leong-Chew Tyng Huey

Teacher/Mathematics

MI welcomes these staff into our family.
Name

Designation

Ms Ng Erin

Head of Department/
Humanities

Mr Tan Keng Seng

Head of Department/
Mathematics

Mr Kee Yongqiang, Tommy

Teacher/Mathematics

Mr Chee Cavell Jiahe

Teacher/Literature

Ms Soh Hui Jun, Theodora

Teacher/Literature

Ms Tham Yoke Lei Jennifer

Flexi-adjunct Teacher/
General Paper

Mdm Hor Yuet Sim

Flexi-adjunct Teacher/
Chemistry

Ms Arinah Asyura Binte
Arshad

Relief Administrative
Executive

Ms Kasturi D/O Narainan

Relief Operations
Support Officer
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MI in pictures

Student councillors preparing for the flagraising ceremony before morning assembly.
Soh Zi Lei, Aloysious from 17C5 (student
in the foreground) shared that besides
preparing for the flag-raising ceremony,
councillors also gather early to discuss
local and international affairs. According
to Aloysious, the sharing sessions provide
councillors with a platform to hone their
public speaking skills.

Student councillors preparing for the flag-raising ceremony before morning assembly.

Last year, Millennians from Indian Dance and Modern Dance took part in a joint Valuesin-Action project led by Ashvini D/O Annathurai from 18S4 (first student from the right)
to co-manage a wall mural. Ashvini shared that she was inspired by Mr Yip Yew Chong,
one of Singapore’s greatest mural artists. She hopes that the art project will create
an opportunity for young people like herself to experience the joy of larger-than-life
paintings. Head down to Blk 314 Jurong East St 32 to view the beautiful mural display!
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This year, the nation is commemorating the Singapore Bicentennial, which marks
the 200th anniversary of Sir Stamford Raffles’s arrival in Singapore. The PU3 NE
representatives had the privilege of being involved in its launch on 28 January 2019.
Qurratumaimanah Bte Abdul R from 18C4 (second row, fifth student from the left) did
not think she would enjoy herself at the launch but was proven wrong: “After seeing
how excited people were for the launch, I couldn’t wait for it to start too. It was a
privilege to be able to see important guests at the event, including Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong!”

On 30 January 2019, some students
from the Service Learning Club went to
REACH Senior Centre at Bukit Gombak
Vista to pack Chinese New Year goodie
bags for the elderly.
Thanushri Balasubramaniam from 17C2
(first row, second student from the left)
was enlightened to learn that the elderly
in the Senior Centre continue to keep
themselves active through meaningful
pursuits. She shared, “At REACH, you
will find a café run by the elderly, and you
can see them making and selling pastries
with a bright smile on their faces. They
say you never stop learning, and I think
REACH is providing a viable platform for
the elderly to do so!”
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Everyone was enthralled by the riveting Chinese
festive drums performance put up by students
from West Spring Secondary School during the
Chinese New Year celebrations. The high energy
display was a sight to behold!

Teachers enjoying the camaraderie while trying their hand at
Chinese calligraphy: a wonderful break from marking students’
work!

A highlight of CCA Open House this year was Millennian
Stage’s guerilla theatre performance at the foyer, where they
prompted students to “press the bell” and then performed
various mini skits involving the audience.
Their amusing performance had left a long-lasting impression
on the students!
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PU1 students on the move during
ONE Millennia PU1 Bonding Day,
which was held at the Chinese
Garden on 1 March 2019

PU1 students enjoying themselves during ONE Millennia
PU1 Bonding Day.

Term 1 ended on a high note with Sports Night 2019. Students
and staff from different houses competed in various games
and races in a bid to clinch the title of House Champion.
Congratulations, Onyx, for winning the title this year!
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MI in action
Congratulations, Class of 2018!
22 February 2019 was not just like any other day. It marked
the day when Millennians from the batch of 2018 returned
to receive their A-Level results. The tension at the school hall
was palpable as students streamed in, anxiously awaiting
the release of the results. Some were seen engaging in lively
conversations, catching up with one another. Yet, amid the
smiles and laughter, an air of tension lingered. Finally, all
fell silent as Mrs Tan Wan Yu, our principal, went on stage to
deliver the results.
The tension dissipated as soon as Mrs Tan announced that
the batch of 2018 had performed outstandingly well on the
A-Level examinations. The school has seen an increase in
the percentage of students with university admission scores
that qualify for entry into local autonomous universities: a
remarkable feat indeed! While the screen flashed with figures
that detailed how the batch had performed in different
subjects, cheers reverberated through the hall as students
reacted to the impressive set of results.
The release of results commenced right after Mrs Tan concluded
her speech. The look of pleasant surprise was evident on some
students’ faces. Others bore wide grins, but there were also
tears and silence.
To some, the good results were unexpected. Samuel Ng
Qi Xuan (16C2) said that he was “pleasantly surprised”
by his performance. He feels relieved and glad that he can
now pursue his dream course at the Nanyang Technological
University. When asked what he would miss the most about
MI, Samuel replied that he would miss the teachers: “They
are always patient and welcoming and would never turn down
your requests for consultation. They would go the extra mile
and listen to your woes despite their busy schedule. They
make the difference.”

“Some of my students did better
than expected. This truly highlights
the importance of fighting all the
way to the end.”
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Many teachers were proud of their students’ performance. Ms
Wendy Ang, a geography teacher and the home tutor of 16A2,
was pleased by the good results. The release of results this
year was especially significant for Ms Ang, who celebrated her
first batch of A-Level candidates. “To be honest, the journey
with my first graduating batch of students was filled with
apprehension because these students were also the first batch
of students taking the new syllabus,” she explained. “However,
my students and I persevered together, doing the best that
we could. The students really demonstrated their resilience
throughout the journey, and I am very proud of them!”

9

Mr Rion Ang, a General Paper teacher and the home tutor
of 16C3, remarked that the students’ performance was a
reflection of their own effort and desire. He was heartened by
his students’ tenacity throughout their journey leading up to
the A-Level examinations: “Some of my students did better
than expected. This truly highlights the importance of fighting
all the way to the end.”
The batch of 2018 has certainly done MI proud with their
academic achievements. We wish them all the best in their
future endeavours!
Written by: Rajviran Singh S/O Ranjit S (17A2) and
Teo Shiok Yin (17A2)
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Krona 2019: A New Beginning
MI’s annual PU1 orientation kicked off on 1 February 2019, marking a new journey
in the PU1 students’ lives. The theme for this year’s orientation was Krona, which
is Swedish for crown. Students were grouped into four clans, namely, Sapphire,
Garnet, Onyx, and Zircon, with these clans also being the four houses in MI. The
four-day event provided the new students with many opportunities to form bonds
with one another.
To start off the orientation, our Principal, Mrs Tan Wan Yu, welcomed the PU1s with
a speech. One of our alumni, Ms Lena Lok, also shared her experiences in MI. Then,
the orientation group leaders (OGLs) warmly introduced themselves to the PU1s.
Exhilarating icebreaker games then ensued, to allow the PU1 students to get to know and befriend one another. One memorable
icebreaker game was Snowball, where students had to write two to three things about themselves on a paper which would be
crushed. These papers would then be passed around randomly, and the students had to match the paper in their hands to the
person who wrote it. An orientation dance was also introduced, which livened up the atmosphere and the students had fun
dancing to the beat.
Throughout the four days there were mass games which included Capture the Flag, Ice and Water, and Rescue Mission. Capture
the Flag required students to eliminate their opponents who tried to capture their flag. Ice and Water was about tagging
opponents to make them freeze, although they could be rescued by their team members who were not frozen. Rescue Mission
involved solving a bunch of clues so that students could rescue their Clan Leaders. Natalie Mak Jia Wa from the group Garnet 3
said that she found the games fun because they were very competitive.
On the last day of the orientation, each clan put up an entertaining performance, a testament to how bonded the students had
become as they worked together as a team to put on a spectacular show. The Orientation ended on a high note.
Overall, MI’s Krona was a huge success, and it can be attributed to the immense effort put in by the planning committee and the
school staff! To all PU1 students, we warmly welcome you to the MI family, and may you have a fruitful and amazing year ahead!
Written by: Carl Gabriel De Vera Ramos (18A1),
Nicholas Then Ren Kian (18A1) and Nerissa Goh Wei Wen (17S2)
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“My biggest challenge as a PU3 student was
bouncing back after my burnouts. But ultimately,
I soldiered on because I really wanted to enter a
university to pursue a degree of my choice.”
Q: How did you motivate yourself throughout the journey?
A: My biggest motivating force was my long-standing desire
to enter Yale-NUS College. Those who had been with me
throughout my three years in MI would know that I had my sights
set on the school a long time ago. The liberal arts programme
offered by the school is something that I am interested in. My
desire to enter Yale-NUS College kept me going, and it feels
good knowing that I can apply for it now with a high chance of
getting in. I am also grateful for my tutors, who rendered me
their support and guidance. Whenever I consulted them and
applied their feedback to my work, I was able to see consistent
improvement. My effort and their guidance gave me the
confidence to sit the examinations.

MI in conversation
Interview with Yasmin Bte Mohd Sani
In this issue of MI in conversation, the Youth Literary
Society invited one of the top A-Level performers from the
batch of 2018, Yasmin Bte Mohd Sani (16A2), to share the
story of her A-Level journey as well as to provide valuable
tips on how to prepare for the A-Level examinations.
Q: How would you describe your A-Level journey?
A: When I was a PU1 student, I did not feel the stress of the
A-Level examinations yet because they seemed far away, and I
was doing well in my studies at the time. However, my second
year was tough because I had to juggle many commitments.
Not only did I have to prepare for the H1 mathematics
and project work examinations, but I also had to fulfil my
responsibilities as vice president of the student council. I was
trying my best to give equal attention to all my responsibilities,
as challenging as it was. In my final year, the stress that I felt
was of a different kind. I was certain that I wanted to excel in
my examinations, so I had to constantly remind myself that I
had to study to achieve my goal, especially on days when I
felt exhausted. My biggest challenge as a PU3 student was
bouncing back after my burnouts. But ultimately, I soldiered
on because I really wanted to enter a university to pursue a
degree of my choice.

Q: What tips do you have for the current PU3 students who
will be sitting the A-Level examinations this year?
A: Study smart. I usually took an hour to travel to and from
school. On my commutes, I would usually listen to news podcasts
by CNN or The Daily Mail to build my content knowledge
for general paper. Using the Google Docs application on my
phone, I would note down interesting or significant news. On
some days, I would use my phone to type essays. I would then
meet my subject tutors to get feedback on my essays. Besides
that, I would also do my own research to supplement school
notes. I made sure that after I created my own supplementary
resources, I would compile them together with my school notes
online in my Google Drive. Essentially, I made sure my notes and
work would be with me wherever I went.
Q: What do you miss most about MI?
A: The teachers. I remember when I was in my first year, we were
told that MI has a culture of care. Initially, I was sceptical that
such a culture existed, but it is actually very true. I was blessed
to have been under the care of teachers who have continually
helped me improve academically and emotionally. Some of
them were kind, while others showed tough love, but regardless
of how they demonstrated their care, it was undeniable that
my teachers only had my best interests at heart. I am the sort
of person who thrives on constant feedback, so I was grateful
that my teachers made time for consultation. I was also able to
talk to them about non-academic matters, too. The supportive
environment allowed me to manage my stress better, and for
that I am truly grateful.
Written by: Rajviran Singh S/O Ranjit S (17A2) and
Teo Shiok Yin (17A2)
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MI insight
MI – A place of opportunities
Mr Muhammad Nawazsher Khan, a former student from
the class of 2012, is now a fourth-year student at the
Nanyang Technological University. Yet, even as he pursues
his ambitions, he still makes time to give back to his alma
mater as president of the Alumni Association.
Mr Muhammad Nawazsher Khan was a student in MI from 2010
to 2012. A focussed student keen on stretching his potential,
he had plenty of opportunities to do so in the Institute.
Mr Khan was able to hone his leadership skills as president of
the Sports Council – a highlight of his time in MI. Another high
point in his MI journey was being chosen as valedictorian for
the science cohort for the A-level examinations. He credits his
successes to the correct mindset that he had.
“Having the correct mindset is important. I knew what I
wanted, and I was attracted to people with similar goals. Being
surrounded by like-minded people helped me focus. For
instance, when the A-level examinations were drawing near, I
started spending my second breaks studying in the library with
like-minded friends instead of chatting in the canteen.”
However, Mr Khan’s journey to academic excellence was not
all smooth sailing. At the end of his first year, he decided to
change his subject combination, replacing H1 physics with H1
chemistry and taking H2 physics instead of H2 chemistry. As a
result, he had to come back to school during the December
break to relearn concepts in H1 chemistry to prepare for the
examinations. Additionally, in his final year, his performance in
H2 economics dipped just before the A-level examinations. On
top of that, Mr Khan also had to deal with the grief of losing
two family members while he was studying at MI. However, Mr
Khan did not give up despite the adversity.
Despite his tough academic journey at MI, Mr Khan has fond
memories of his time in the Institute. “I spent the best times
of my educational journey here. I can confidently say that this
was the soil that helped nurture me to be who I am today. The
Institute provided me a platform and resources to grow, and I
grabbed the opportunities that were given to me.”
When asked about how the Institute has changed over the
years, Mr Khan observed that MI now has various programmes
to help students not just academically but also in other areas
of life. “MI not only emphasises academic excellence but also
moral values. This will allow the students to be well-rounded
individuals.”

“Having the correct mindset is important.
I knew what I wanted, and I was attracted
to people with similar goals. Being
surrounded by like-minded people
helped me focus…”
Currently, Mr Khan is a fourth-year undergraduate at the
Nanyang Technological University and will be graduating in
three months. He is also working as a financial consultant at
Great Eastern while serving a part-time internship stint at a
shipbroking company.
Yet, despite his busy schedule, Mr Khan still puts aside time to
give back to MI as president of the Alumni Association. Initially,
he came back on an ad-hoc basis upon his teachers’ requests
to conduct sharing sessions with the students, but he later
joined the Alumni Association as a member.
“As president of the Alumni Association, my role is to be a
bridge between the Institute and the graduates. We hope
to build a platform where graduates can network, exchange
ideas and opportunities, and collaborate with each other.
The Alumni Association also aims to connect current students
and graduates. We can act as mentors to students who need
guidance on matters related to their studies or their post–Alevel journey. The teachers have put in a lot of effort to guide
me. I feel that it is only right to pay it forward by giving back to
current students who are in need, because I was once in their
shoes.”
Mr Khan shared that he enjoys speaking to students who
are struggling or who lack motivation. He believes that “it is
important that students understand their ‘why’ – the purpose
of studying – before they consider the ‘how’ – the effective
methods that would help them achieve their goal.”
He also added that he feels “a sense of fulfilment when
students approach [him] to express their gratitude.” He says,
“Some have also shared that I had helped them succeed.
Knowing that I have left an impact on students is one of the
things I enjoy most about being in the Alumni Association.”
His advice to current students is this: “MI is a place of
opportunity, but you have to be hungry, be curious and
be willing to step out of your comfort zone to grab these
opportunities.”
Written by: Ellson Ng Chang Sheng (17S3) and
Iestin Yap Xiu Qi (17S1)
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MI in service
OVIA Thailand:
Learning through serving
Sawadee Kha!
The Overseas Values in Action (OVIA) trip to Chiang Mai,
Thailand, spanned five days from 25 to 29 November 2018.
Learning to serve the needs of the community was our shared
priority. As such, our main activities were planned around the
Thai students’ requests: to teach them English, arts and crafts,
and music, as well as to paint their common bathroom.
The team was divided into three groups supervising different
activities: English, music, and arts and crafts. Our group planned
to teach the children how to play the ukulele, and prior to the
trip, we meticulously planned the lessons and raised funds to
acquire the materials we needed. However, during the trip, we
realised that our pre-planned lessons were problematic, and we
were forced to improvise according to the needs of the children.
Furthermore, it was difficult to communicate with the children
due to the language barrier. Therefore, we learned that although
planning is of extreme importance, the ability to adapt is equally
important, as unexpected circumstances may surface at any time!
The group in charge of the English lessons also had to learn to
adapt to changing situations. As Nur Absharina Balqis Bte M
R from 18S4 shared, “We were not able to accurately predict
the learning abilities of the students and effectively prepare a
lesson that would cater to their needs. In fact, when we first met
them, we realised that we were underprepared and did not have
any contingency plan!” The group quickly learned to identify
the different mastery levels of the students within a class and to
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“…we learned that although planning
is of extreme importance, the ability to
adapt is equally important, as unexpected
circumstances may surface at any time!”
make sure that the pace was adjusted for the differing learning
levels. For their efforts and continued enthusiasm, the group
was eventually rewarded with a responsive and engaged class.
Each group experienced unique learning points. One of our
peers, Shirin Irfana Bte Iskander S from 18C3, who was in the arts
and crafts group, shared that although the shading techniques
they were teaching the students seemed rather commonplace
in Singapore, the students were “really eager to learn”, as they
did not have the resources to learn such things in their own
community. The attitude of the Thai students towards learning
new things was highly commendable, and we have a lot to learn
from them ourselves!
Another memorable part of the trip was the painting of a marinethemed mural on the walls of the school’s common bathrooms.
Even though it was physically exhausting and our artistic abilities
were rather varied, we managed to complete it successfully.
From outlining and deciding on the colours to delegating tasks
and painting the walls, we realised how important it was for us
to communicate with clarity and precision.
By the end of the trip, we were all reluctant to return to
Singapore. Saying goodbye to the children was difficult, as we
had grown so fond of them during our stay. This trip has indeed
taught us values and life lessons no classroom can teach. We can
only hope that we have blessed the community as richly as they
have blessed us.
Written by: Aglaia Chee Ci Ning (18C2) and
Carreon Maria Ysabel Domingo (18S4)
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MI: in our journey
MI. World Shanghai:
Learning about how technology
and innovation drive Shanghai’s
e-commerce industry
Last year, a group of 25 students and four teachers had
the privilege of embarking on an overseas job-experience
programme to Shanghai, China, from 3 November to 8
November 2018. The six-day job experience and cultural
exchange between unicorn e-commerce organisations and
the Shanghai Zhenhua Foreign Trade Professional School left
a deep imprint on both students and teachers as they gained
new insights into the rapid development of the e-commerce
industry in China.
A highlight of the trip was the visit to organisations in the
e-commerce industry. We were amazed by the high efficiency
that underpins the work culture in Shanghai and felt inspired
learning about how the CEOs of unicorn companies, startups
with a valuation of over $1 billion, drive the rapid development
of China’s e-commerce industry. The CEO of the Union Calling
Company, Mr Frank Chen, for instance, was only 20 years old
when he founded the company. Back then, e-commerce was
not widely recognised in the Chinese market, but he took
the risk of starting the business. Today, the company, which
provides customer service support for finance, insurance and
e-commerce companies, is one of the largest such service
providers in Shanghai, with over 2,000 employees. His success
story was truly inspirational.
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We were also struck by the industry’s pervasive use of
technology and its spirit of innovation. Homedo, for instance,
leverages smart building technology and artificial intelligence to
provide one-stop services to construction companies. Artificial
intelligence is used to help prospective customers conduct
project cost estimations and provide recommendations for
viable solutions. Another company, 111, Inc., China’s largest
healthcare portal, has grown to provide online services such as
online prescriptions and sale of medication. We were privileged
to be able to tour its headquarters and witness first-hand how
doctors give online prescriptions to their clients via webcams.
All in all, the students and teachers learned a lot from the
trip. We are especially thankful to the Shanghai Foreign Trade
Professional School for making this trip a memorable and
hospitable one!
Written by: Ms Loo Ai Wei,
Head of Department of Mother Tongue Languages
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MI. World India: Reflections on the paradox of development
We were privileged to be part of the
inaugural MI.World India trip which took
place from 25 November to 2 December
2018. In partnership with the Ministry
of Trade and Industry, this trip was
designed to let students gain a more
critical understanding of the politics
and complexities of development in
Amaravathi. Amaravathi, the new capital
city of the state of Andhra Pradesh,
India, is on a mission to transform its
green spaces into a bustling and thriving
smart city, just like Singapore. Through
this journey, we uncovered its history
and culture—past and present. We also
gained fresh perspectives of the concept
of “development”, and considered its
driving forces and impacts.
From the moment we touched down, we noticed the stark contrast between the city’s landscape and the urban jungle we call
home. It was extremely refreshing to take in the rich and lavish greenery that spread across the vast lands of Amaravati, with water
cascading down intertwined rivers full of life—women were washing clothes on the banks, children were playing in the water, and
even the water buffalos sought refuge from the blazing heat by taking a dip in the waters. Cotton plants and lemon trees were
scattered across the vast fields, sources of livelihood to the people.
We visited ancient temples and forts, as well as villages and shopping malls, to better understand the complex history and
culture which undergirds city life today. Along the way, we had plenty of opportunities to interact with the locals. It warmed
my heart that the locals, both the young and elderly, were very approachable and always ready with a warm smile. One of the
most memorable moments on the trip occurred while we were stuck in traffic. We slid the bus window open and simply made
conversation with some locals in the vicinity. These friendly encounters were truly part of the city’s culture. Furthermore, our hosts
demonstrated exemplary hospitality in the way they made us feel at home and their receptiveness to our questions. It was also
an eye-opening experience to see locals casually donning their traditional clothes, enjoying their local cuisines whilst speaking
their native language. I do have to admit, however, that I struggled with a burning tongue and stomach when I tried some of the
spicy local food!
However, local authorities saw a desperate need to give the city a complete makeover. After the split with Telangana, where
its former economic hub was located, the state of Andhra Pradesh scrambled to establish a strong identity for itself. The local
authorities believe that people need a higher standard of living; they aspire to set an example for other Indian cities. The
government officials and village representatives enthused that they were optimistic about being able to work, live, play, dress,
and speak like the rest of the developed world.
We were privileged to be able to understand more about the city’s development through attending various conferences by
specific government agencies involved in the project. They included the Amaravati Partnership Office by AP Capital Region
Development Authority and the AP Economic Development Board. We even had a chit-chat session with Benjamin Yap, the
affable CEO of the Amaravati Management Services Company (AMSLLP), who was most enthusiastic in fielding questions related
to this project. The session cleared our many doubts while triggering more questions as well. These interactions were golden
opportunities for us to dialogue with stakeholders in the government project, and learn from their firsthand knowledge and
experiences.
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“This trip got us thinking about whether true development entails
just skyscrapers and a booming economy. Why would a city
in another country want to emulate us?”
To supplement the talks, we even had a look at the master plan
and massing models. We viewed the before-and-after pictures of
the Amaravati landscape, and how urban planners justified the final
designs. Master plans often merely depict a rosy picture of the future
urban landscape. It was interesting to see how local authorities talked
about landowners being unwilling to give up their land. Where would
the animals go? What would happen to the farmers out of jobs?
What would happen if the opposition party takes over during the
next elections? Would the project carry on? If not, how does the city
proceed? What would all of these mean for Singapore and our stake
in the project?
This trip got us thinking about whether true development entails just
skyscrapers and a booming economy. Why would a city in another
country want to emulate us? The most immediate answer, it seems,
has to do with their current standard of living. Yet, we cannot deny
that they enjoy other qualitative aspects of life which we may be
lacking in. So the question is: Is it worth it to sacrifice parts of our
values, cultures and traditions to follow another’s? Or should we hold
firm to these very things which have shaped our societies and have
made us who we are today? These are indeed questions we need
to answer in order to forge a true sense of our own national identity.
Written by: Sabrina Bte Zehan (18C4)
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MI in our own words
“…we tend to tell ourselves that what we have
done is ‘enough’, or we may admire great
people but never dare to dream or believe
that we could be as great.”

Graduation Year:
Juggling Academics, Competitions
and Responsibilities
Most Millennians would choose to spend their final year of
school dedicating themselves to preparing for the A-Level
examinations — a common yet arguably sensible move for
most students. However, in my opinion, 2019 should also be
a year of opportunity for me to excel in areas outside school.
I have taken the rather unorthodox route that many would
probably reject: To focus on extra-curricular activities alongside
my studies. I will be part of the Youth Planning Committee for
this year’s National Day Parade and I have been awarded the
privilege of attending the Paris International Model United
Nations conference (PIMUN) in June. In between, I will be
attending several other MUN competitions while managing my
Service Learning Club and Scout commitments.

Although most of my non-academic activities are scheduled
to end around August, choosing this path means that I will be
committing half of my final year to non-academic activities.
Time and energy spent that could have gone into studying
will instead be channeled towards my various involvements.
Certainly it seems extremely risky (some might even say
ridiculous) to choose this course of action.
But there is another possibility: What if I succeed?
I know that it will not be easy, but I choose to cling to my
expectations of myself, as well as my aspirations for the future.
I think that we tend to tell ourselves that what we have done
is “enough”, or we may admire great people but never dare
to dream or believe that we could be as great. I want to leave
Millennia Institute with my head held high, to feel thankful for
and accomplished in my experiences. It will be tough but if I do
not make sacrifices for what I want, what I want may eventually
become the sacrifice.
Written by: Stephen Tay Leong Chye (17C1)
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Mapping Validation
What is validation? Simply put, it is the affirmation that a
person, together with his or her experiences, feelings and
opinions, are of value.
Yet, the more interesting question is: What is the importance of
validation? The answer is simple.
It is what motivates you to live.
Knowing that you are inherently worth something to the
people around you and the larger society is what makes us feel
fulfilled. That is probably why most of us are happy when we
are popular at school or when we receive attention from our
crushes. Having the people around us truly approve of who we
are and what we do feels so satisfying that some may even call
it spiritual.
Imagine earning the award for being the most valuable player
in the A-Division soccer league and being crowned for it in
front of the whole school, with your friends cheering for you in
the crowd as the school leaders shower you with praises and
award you a trophy to signify your talent as a sportsman. Even
better, picture being the top scorer in your entire cohort for
the A-Level examinations; imagine your emotions as you step
on stage to be recognised by your peers and parents for your
academic excellence.
It feels good. Very good.
But why?
In the context of the two examples above, it is because society
places academic achievement and athleticism on a pedestal.
Society perceives these qualities as inherently valuable and
outstanding, hence an individual who possesses them is
automatically viewed as of high value. He or she is effectively
validated by society’s external standards. Other elements such
as beauty and intelligence are highly valued by society as well.
It is of little wonder why we strive so obsessively to look good
and be smarter.

“We seek validation from society and those
around us because we want to feel like we
have a place in a cause larger than ourselves,
or that we have a role in a bigger purpose.”
Validation and meaning are two sides of the same coin. When
we are validated, we feel a sense of meaning and when we
have meaning, we feel validated.
However, although we all require validation and seek to acquire
it, how we pursue it and the sources from which we get it differ
greatly from individual to individual.
For example, you may feel more validated from the muscular
gains you get from lifting weights while your ‘hypebeast’ friend
may experience their validation in wearing a pair of Balenciaga
shoes which costs an average person’s entire monthly salary.
On a more serious note, the source of validation you pick and
your efforts to acquire it may eventually determine your destiny.
People who value money as the source of their validation may
end up rich but also suffer in superficial relationships and a
deep sense of loneliness. In a similar vein, people who value
short-term pleasure as the source of their validation may end
up with temporary highs but long-lasting lows.
On the other hand, people who value being of assistance
to the less fortunate may not be wealthy or as respected as
someone with a higher status, but perhaps they can find an
unwavering and secure sense of meaning and purpose in their
service towards others.
There are three levels of awareness in life: At the first level
lies things we know that we know, and at the second level
are issues we know that we lack knowledge about. The third
and deepest level consists of the qualities we are completely
unaware of.

At the heart of all our aspirations and strivings in the game of
life lies the same need – to find a sense of meaning.

Mapping your personal source of validation is a step towards
lighting up the third level of awareness with regard to your life
and what drives you.

We seek validation from society and those around us because
we want to feel like we have a place in a cause larger than
ourselves, or that we have a role in a bigger purpose.

So before you start running headlong towards your dreams,
you may want to pause in your track and take stock of your
destination—is it worth it, and if so, why?
Written by: Jeremiah Ng Wei Ching (17A3)
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Heard on Campus
Thank you MI for
giving me the
opportunity to perform
traditional music for
the Chinese New Year
celebrations!

My New Year resolution
is to do well in my
studies!

Zhang Zehua (17S3)

I hope Millennians
would strive to do well
in whatever they do this
year, be it their studies,
co-curricular activities or
other personal pursuits.
I hope everyone can
achieve all-round
success!

He Zhihan (18S1)

Happy New Year to
all Millennians!

Mr Chia Guo Hao
(Vice-Principal)

Joseph Eben Stanley (18S5)

Every moment that I
spend with the students
(excluding the times
spent in hospitals) is a
fond memory. I hope that
students will put in their
best effort in everything
they do this year so that
they will end the year with
no regrets.

This year’s CCA Open
House was wonderful
and even more special
since it is my last year!

Seeing my friends
persist despite their
setbacks gives me a
reason to not give up.
It always serves as a
reminder that I am not
in this journey alone!

Nur Hadijah Bte Ramlan (17A2)

Mrs Low-Soon Wei Qi Vivien
(Physical Education teacher)

Orientation 2019 was
a tiring but fulfilling
experience. I hope the
PU1s are integrating well
into the school. Hope
they keep in touch with
their clan mates!

Dhaniyah Afiqah Bte
M I S (left) (17A2)

It was enjoyable to be
able to interact with
schoolmates I don’t often
see in school!

Zhao Chunkai (left) (17C1),
Teo Wan Ting, Kristal (17S2),
Lim Beng Whye (right) (17S3)

Naufal B Jamel (right)(19A3)

The learning journey to
the National University
of Singapore was very
insightful and gave me
more knowledge about
the variety of science
courses that I can
choose from!

Sharifah Mariam Bte
Syed Omar (17S3)

To excel in General Paper,
one needs to be curious and
interested about the world.
There is a lot of information
to process. My challenge
as a teacher is to organise
this information and make it
interesting so that students
are motivated to excel in
the subject. In the process, I
hope they will develop their
character to become better
individuals.

Mr Lee Kuang-Shiun
(General Paper teacher)

